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The Fox and Hounds Country Hotel Fishing History
There has been a coaching inn on the site the hotel now occupies since the late 1800s. It was
bought just after the Second World War by Mr Ken Sharrock, who decided that the close
proximity of the inn to the river lent itself to becoming a fishing hotel.
It worked! The fishing was good and although the facilities were more basic than anglers
enjoy today, Ken and his team ensured that anglers continued to return.
The first spates of March would bring salmon onto the hotel waters and this is where many
anglers would start their season, many with a salmon. The catch books show that people
fished the water primarily for salmon. Sea trout are recorded, but brown trout are barely
mentioned. It is interesting to note that the river really was seen as a spring river and it is
noticeable that returns are busy from March until May, quietening then until September.
In those halcyon days the hotel would post between 100 and 150 salmon and sea trout
would number between 200 and 300. The photos you will see in the hotel bar are from
anglers who fished the Fox and Hounds water many years ago.
There are many theories as to why the fishing declined but whatever they may be the entire
river was posting an average of 205 salmon a season between 1989 and 1993. Thankfully
things are getting better. Estuary net buy-outs and improvement of access for migratory fish
are starting to pay dividends and catches are really improving.
The current owners, Nick and Tara Culverhouse, have been quick to realise the value of not
just the migratory fishing, but also that of the wild brown trout. Under their stewardship
many customers have gone on to catch their first wild brown trout in Devon and the Fox
and Hounds Country Hotel's place in fly fishing history continues.

The River Taw
It rises on Dartmoor and runs for 45 miles before briefly joining another famous Devon
river, the Torridge, before entering the Bristol Channel at Bideford. There are three
tributaries that feed The Taw, namely the Lapford Yeo, The Little Dart and The Mole that
rises on Exmoor. The fast running nature of the river means it is an ideal environment for
members of the salmonid family. There are resident wild brown trout along with runs of
sea trout and also salmon.
All of the brown trout you will catch at the Fox and Hounds are wild. The typical size will
be six to eight inches but larger fish in the 10 to 14 inch range are caught regularly and in
most seasons something larger still is caught.

Amongst many others the river enjoys good hatches of Large Dark Olives, Grannom, Blue
Winged Olives and various caddis (sedges). Some of the slower sections of the hotel waters
have silty areas that are the perfect environment for mayfly nymphs to thrive and as a result
the hotel beats enjoy a hatch of mayfly. If the conditions are right the hatch can last from
mid-May well into June.
As the river is not stocked we recommend that you return the trout you catch and fish with
a barbless hook. When returning a fish please wet your hands before handling.
Sea trout start to appear on the hotel waters from May. At this time there tends to be larger,
but fewer fish around. The main run of sea trout starts to get underway in June where you
can expect fish in the 1 – 4lb range. The traditional method for fishing for sea trout is to wait
until it is dark and to fish your flies down and across for them.
Unlike salmon, sea trout will continue their migration upstream whatever the water levels
and they will also feed whilst in the river. Many trout anglers have been surprised to see
they are attached to a sea trout of 1 or 2lb when they have cast to what they thought was a
rising brown trout.
The Fox and Hounds was historically a spring salmon river. Sadly the spring runs are not as
they once were, but fish are seen on the hotel waters early on in the season. Timing is the
critical factor when salmon fishing and a river that is fining down after rain is considered
one of the best chances of connecting with these beautiful fish. If there is heavy rain and the
river is unfishable it is worth making the short walk to the bridge by the railway station and
looking downstream from the bridge. Keep an eye on the water flowing from the leat as you
look left as salmon will often prefer this route on their journey upstream.
If you are very lucky you may see an otter on the hotel water. A family lives under the
bridge at Eggesford and they can be seen in the pool below the bridge, even during daylight
hours. On the land at the back of the hotel you will often hear buzzards as they live in the
wood the other side of the river. You will also see dippers, wagtails and, of course,
kingfishers.

Fishing at the Fox and Hounds Country Hotel
The hotel has six beats that are all approximately one mile in length, mostly of double bank
fishing. Beats are allocated on a daily basis and are rotated so that everyone is able to enjoy
varied fishing. All of the beats have excellent trout fishing and pools that will hold both
salmon and sea trout.
All of the beats are wading beats. Although thigh waders may be useful chest waders are a
much better option. If you are unsteady on your feet a wading staff will be useful.
Trout Fishing Equipment
Rod - 7 ½ft to 9ft, Lines - Floating line 3wt to 5wt, Leader - 9 to 12ft, Tippet strength – 2lb to
3 ½ lb
Trout Flies - Dries, sizes 14 to 20 – Large Dark Olive, Parachute Adams, Klinkhammer
Special, Black Gnat, Griffiths Gnat, Sparkle Dun, Balloon Caddis, Elk Hair Caddis, Beetle,
Compara Dun, French Partridge (size 10)
Nymphs, sizes 14 to 18 – Flashback Pheasant Tailed Nymph, Pheasant Tailed Nymph, Gold
Ribbed Hares Ear, Copper John, Free Swimming Caddis
Sea Trout Equipment
Rod – 9ft to 10ft, Lines – Floating Line 6wt to 8wt also sink tips, Leader – 9ft shorter if using
a sink tip, Tippet Strength – 7lb to 12lb
Sea Trout Flies - Silver Stoats Tail, Alexandra, Black Pennell, Squirrel Blue and Silver, Teal
Blue and Silver, Surface Lure
Salmon Equipment
Rod – 9 1/2ft to 10ft, Lines Floating, intermediate and sink tips in 7wt to 8wt, Leader – 9ft,
Tippet Strength – 12lb to 16lb
Salmon Flies - Doubles, sizes 8 to 12 Cascade, Allys Shrimp, Stoats Tail, Silver Stoats Tail,
Flamethrower, Executioner, Willie Gunn
Tube Flies, Black and Yellow, Willie Gunn, Flamethrower, Cascade, Sunray Shadow, Pot
Bellied Pig
Left Bank or Right Bank? The terms left and right bank are relative to the angler standing in
the river facing downstream. Left bank would then be on the left side and right bank on the
right. It is often described as “true” left or right bank and again refers to the angler standing
in the river facing downstream.

River Taw Bylaws
Seasons
Salmon: 1st March to 30th September
Sea Trout: 15th March to 30th September
Brown Trout: 15th March to 30th September
Methods
Fly fishing permitted all season. Spinning permitted until 31 March, but no other method or
bait fishing permitted. No rod-caught salmon or sea trout to be sold or offered for sale
Limits
No salmon to be retained before 16th June. No salmon greater than 70cm in length to be
retained after 31 July. Salmon bag limits are two fish in any 24 hour period or three fish in
any seven day period and a total of ten fish in a season.
Sea Trout are limited to five fish in any 24 hour period, fifteen fish in any seven day period
and a total of forty fish in a season. Size limit is 25cm
Brown Trout size limit 20cm
Good Practice Guide
The above bag limits should not be regarded as targets and Taw fishermen are encouraged
to operate as far within these limits as they can. RTFA supports "catch and release"
especially for larger fish, the important brood stock of the future. This includes all sea trout
over 5lbs. At present on the Taw over 66% of salmon are returned and the Association is
keen that this level should be maintained or increased. Sustaining stocks is key to the
future.
RTFA has a continuing commitment to restoring fish abundance on the Taw system. Jointly
with the Torridge Association they have arranged the buy-out of eleven of the fourteen
estuary netsmen and in conjunction with the Westcountry Rivers Trust and the Environment
Agency are implementing plans for improving habitat and enhancing access over weirs for
all fish in the Taw system.

Guidelines
Catching the fish:
Use appropriate tackle. Rod and line should be strong enough to bring the fish to net swiftly
and without playing it to exhaustion. Move the fish out of fast water as soon as possible.
The use of barbless single or double hooks is recommended. Barbed hooks can be rendered
barbless by pinching with pliers.
Landing the fish: Use a fine knotless meshed landing net. No gaffs or tailers may be used
and ensure the fish remains in the water at all times. Do not beach or tail a fish that is to be
returned. All coloured fish should be returned.
Handling the fish: Ensure that hands are wet and avoid squeezing the fish.
Removing the hook: Remove the hook gently, using forceps or a hook disgorger if
necessary. Should the fish be deep-hooked cut the line as near to the hook as possible.
Recording the fish: Do not weigh the fish, but calculate its length and subsequently use a
length/weight conversion chart (see below) to find the weight. Suitable length marks on rod
or wading-stick can be helpful.
Photographs of the fish should only be taken while the fish is in the water.
Reviving and releasing fish: Support the fish with both hands in a gentle current and facing
upstream. Allow time for the fish to regain its strength and be able to swim away on its
own.
Disease: To guard against disease that can damage our fish stocks, fishermen are directed to
the Environment Agency's website for "Guidance on Disinfecting Fishing Tackle".
The Environment Agency Incident Hotline:
For reporting any serious environmental incident such as pollution, poaching or fish in
distress the phone number is 0800 807 060.

Chenson Beat (Beat two)
This beat is single bank only and is the left bank as you look downstream.
Fishing is from Chenson Bridge to the leat 2 fields downstream.
As you pass over Chenson Bridge make sure you take a good look down as you will often be
rewarded by the sight of a trout or two and if your timing is right, sea trout too.
If you are walking downstream pass over the bridge, go through the gate on your right and
walk down the edge of the field. You’ll first see a long pool called Chenson Pool that runs
from the bridge down to the riffles. Middle to far bank can hold both salmon and sea trout.
Watch water depth.
At the tail of the pool the far bank with the tree cover can hold salmon, sea trout and brown
trout. The riffles below often hold trout. Again as you look further downstream the far
bank will often hold trout. Be wary of water depth.
The river takes a slight kink to the left, follow this downstream. The near bank is often
productive for trout all the way down to where you will pass Alderplot Pool where the river
bends to the right. Alderplot holds brown trout in the head and tail of the pool and is also a
good place to fish for salmon and sea trout. It is a deep pool. The pool drops down into
Little Alder that will hold migratory fish on the deeper, far side.
Walking just a little further to where the river bends to the left you will see the leat which
marks the bottom of the beat. This is the entry point if fishing upstream for trout.

A. Chenson Pool:
this can hold both Salmon &
Sea Trout.

A
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Parking available in lay-by
Access to beat is via the lane opposite parking lay-by.
Approach by foot over rail track and bridge then through field.

CHENSON
Fishing is on left bank only

B. Alderplot Pool:
Brown Trout at tail of pool, Salmon & Sea Trout at
head.

B
C
C. Little Alder Pool:
holds migratory fish and
Brown Trout.

D

End of beat
D. Moor Pool:
holds Salmon, Sea Trout and Brown Trout
towards right bank

A377

Beat continues over fence stile.

A

A. Church Pool:
good trout fishing and excellent
all the way upstream.

Wash House Rail Bridge marks the end of beat.

CHURCH
Fishing is on left & right banks

Access to this beat over stile near bridge or via the
gate to the field.

B

Parking available near bridge.

C
B. Rose Cottage Pool:
good for Brown trout.
A377

C. Weir Pool:
a perfect spot for both Salmon & Sea trout.

Church Beat (Beat five)
Parking by Eggesford Bridge you will see a style upstream of the bridge that will allow you
to pass down, cross the leat and enter the beat.
The beat runs from upstream of Eggesford Bridge to Wash House Railway Bridge.
At the bottom of the beat the trout angler may look and think there is little of interest but
come back to the beat later in the day and watch a hatch taking place and the water will be
alive with rising fish. Wading here can be difficult especially in higher water so care must
be taken. Weir pool, as it is called, is a perfect spot to hold both salmon and sea trout. It is
an ideal resting place for migratory fish that have passed through the salmon ladder at the
bridge. There will often also be resident fish.
As you walk upstream you will see the trees against the far bank are the ideal place for sea
trout to hold. Rising trout can also be caught from the bank and will travel from the bottom
of the river to the surface to take the right dry.
Walking further upstream you will need to pass over another style and drop down. After
doing so looking downstream you’ll see trees on your bank (left as you look downstream)
this spot will often hold sea trout.
Walking back upstream again the far bank can offer some good trout fishing. There are also
some old bridge supports that provide shelter for migratory fish.
Walking further up and looking at the bank you are walking on there is some good fishing
for trout against the bank (true left as you look downstream) and into the corner of what is
called Church Pool. The river bends to the left as you look upstream and then to the right
before you will reach the top of the beat at Wash House Railway Bridge. There is some
excellent trout fishing all the way to the bridge.

Catch Returns & Notes
Date

Beat

Water & Weather

The Bag

Notes
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Home Beat (Beat six)
Home beat is a good mix of varied water that can appeal to the angler pursuing either trout,
sea trout or salmon.
Its upper boundary is Eggesford Bridge and its lowest is the railway bridge downstream
beyond Pete’s Paddock.
Due to its length it can be fished as two halves. The bottom section is often good to fish if
there is a lot of sun on the water due to the shelter of the trees. There is a good morning’s
trout fishing from the railway bridge up to the pool that meets the end of the field directly at
the rear of the hotel.
At the head of this pool it is an excellent place to cross and fish the upper section.
The lower section (for trout) is best fished against the far bank (true left bank as you look
downstream). A fly cast as tight as possible to the bank will often be rewarded by a trout
and sometimes a day time sea trout. On the bottom section Orchard Pool and Bateman are
the most notable for migratory fish. There are a number of small pools that provide
interesting trout fishing.
The upper section involves starting by fishing against the true right bank (as you look
downstream) at the head of Bateman’s pool. Salmon and sea trout will hold here. As you
walk upstream there is some good fishing against the high bank for trout before entering
Barbara’s Pool. For the trout angler fishing upstream casting against the true left bank (as
you look downstream) there is some good fishing but be wary of the large back eddy and
the bushes behind you that will take a fly in an instant. It is a good pool for salmon too.
Walking further upstream you will see a pool on the true right bank (looking downstream).
This is Browning’s Pool and can hold migratory fish.
Just up from here there are some shallows where there will often be rising trout. Up from
here we have Oak Tree Pool. Please take care with wading in this pool. This is followed by
Signal Pool and lastly Bridge Pool.
If the river is in spate and your timing is right you will often see migratory fish using both
the salmon ladder and the leat to pass upstream. Fish enter Bridge Pool up the far side (true
right bank).

HOME BEAT
Fishing is on left & right banks
Access this beat from the fence stile at Eggesford bridge
or via the rear of the Hotel or from under the west Rail Bridge,
which marks the end of the beat.

A

B

C

D

E
F

Hotel

A. Bridge Pool:
Salmon often toward right banks shade.
B. Signal Box Pool:
Brown trout, Sea trout hold here & Salmon toward left bank.
C. Oak Tree Pool:
mainly Brown trout here.
D. Brownings Pool:
occasionally Salmon by right bank.
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F
E. Barbara’s Pool:
Good for Brown trout,
plus Salmon & Sea trout will hold here.

H

F. Bateman Pool:
notable for migratory fish and Sea trout.
G. Orchard Pool:
many Brown trout with occasional Sea trout.
H. Practice Fly Fishing Pool.

G

GATEHOUSE
Fishing is on left & right banks
This beat twists between two rail bridges.

A. This area by the rail bridge has been good
for Salmon fishing, and is a good spot to
enter the river.

A

B. Garage Pool:
Can hold Salmon toward right bank under trees.

E

C

D

B

E. Continue upstream for some good spots for
trout fishing all the way to the top of the beat at the rail bridge.

Access to this beat and for Mill Beat
is by foot down the lane by the Lodge,
through the gate and then to the foot & rail bridges.
Or alternatively approach this beat via ‘Home’ beat under the rail bridge.
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A

Parking is available in lay-by just past the Lodge.

C. Alder Pool:
Good for migratory fish and the area beyond can provide
good trout fishing.
This pool is deep so caution when wading!

D. Horseshoe Pool:
Holding spots for Brown trout, Salmon & Sea trout are against the
right bank. There are deep sections which can hold Salmon.
The tree lined areas are best for Sea trout.

Gatehouse Beat (Beat seven)
Gatehouse is one of the longest beats of the hotel water offering an excellent variety of
fishing. It runs from the railway bridge at the Gatehouse to the railway bridge upstream
that marks the bottom of Home Beat.
For trout anglers the bottom of the beat is best entered by getting into the water on the
concrete ledge and to cross at the tail of the pool and walking under the footbridge on the
other side of the river it is shallower and easier to wade through.
It is worth noting the railway bridge behind you has been a good spot for salmon fishing.
Walking upstream there is excellent trout fishing mainly against the true left bank (as you
look downstream) all the way up to Garage Pool where if the water is too high it is better to
get out and walk upstream a little further. The back of Garage Pool can hold salmon.
Alder Pool is a migratory fish pool and the small pool below it can provide good trout
fishing. Alder Pool is deep so care must be taken when wading. The head of Alder Pool
will often have rising trout against the far bank (true left).
Carrying on upstream you will enter the tail of Horseshoe. The holding spots for trout,
salmon and sea trout are against the true right bank (as you look downstream). There are
deeper sections at the back of the pool, middle and head that can all hold salmon. The tree
lined areas are best for sea trout.
Continuing upstream there is some good spots for trout fishing all the way up to the top of
the beat which is the railway bridge.

Mill Beat (Beat eight)
This beat is single bank only with the hotel having access to the true right bank (as you look
downstream) the other bank is unfishable in many places and so is not really an issue. It is a
really good beat for the dry fly trout angler.
Walking under the railway bridge and through the gate you will notice a pool on your left.
It can hold migratory fish and has some good trout fishing. As you continue downstream
the areas under the trees will also hold trout. Moving down the beat a little you will see
some trees on your bank and will notice a small leat coming in to the river from the left.
This is also good trout water and just below will sometimes hold a sea trout. Below this the
river straightens and the trout angler will be casting against the true right bank (as you look
downstream).
Carrying on downstream as the river makes a slight turn to the right the pool here is
excellent dry fly water. Just a short distance downstream there is good access that allows
you to fish the pool upstream for trout, Casting against the far bank (true left bank).
Below this pool is a longer, deeper pool with trees on the bank you will be walking down. It
is a good pool for sea trout.
Walking down past the trees there is more trout water. You are approaching the bottom of
the beat. As the river makes a slight turn to the right it is worth starting your upstream trout
fishing from here. Enter just below the tree and cast to the middle and far bank as there are
often trout that will take a dry fly.

C. This pool is good dry fly water.
Occasional Salmon & Sea trout against
left bank by the trees.

A.

C

The pool here can hold migratory fish
and is good trout fishing.

B
A
B. Just beyond the small leat is good trout water
and sometimes holds Sea trout.
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Access to this beat is the same as previous beat by foot
down the lane by the Lodge to the rail bridge.

MILL BEAT
Right bank fishing only

D. This area is good for Sea trout lurking near right bank trees.
E. Salmon & Sea trout towards the left bank.
F. This area is slow running during the summer,
but holds Sea trout & Salmon.

E

D

F

This is the end of the beat and is made visible
by a line of trees.

Parking at lay-by near Lodge or
in old mill entrance several hundred metres beyond.

D

C. Timber Pool:
Good for trout fishing if
casting to the

B. Junction Pool:

left bank,

C

Mainly Brown trout,

some Sea trout by

but does hold migratory fish.

tail of pool.

B

A
Taw

A. Little Dart Pool:
This is good for Brown trout fishing

Little Dart

BRIDGE REEVE
Right bank fishing only - Left bank strictly prohibited!

Parking available at the left of junction.

E

Kersham Bridge
marks end of beat
Access to beat via the fence
and down the steps.

D. Millers Pool:
This is a large and deep pool so caution if wading.
This is an excellent pool for both Salmon & Sea trout which often
lurk around the large rocks in the depths.

E. Five O’clock Pool:
This pool holds migratory fish and Brown trout.
Caution: some parts are too deep to wade.

Bridge Reeve Beat (Beat nine)
A good mix of trout, salmon and sea trout fishing.
The hotel controls fishing on the true right bank (as you look downstream).
After parking your car cross back over Kersham Bridge and look for the fence and steps
down on your right. The fishing is upstream of the bridge. Once you have walked down
the steps access is by the bridge. Get into the river here and walk upstream a little to start
trout fishing. The bottom is uneven so take care.
The bottom of the beat is good trout fishing mainly casting to the true left bank.
As you walk upstream you will see a number of small pools and then a larger tree lined pool
called 5 o’clock pool. This pool holds migratory fish and brown trout too. As the hotel has
the true right bank only it is impossible to continue further up as the bank is too high to get
out and the pool too deep to wade through.
Leave 5 o’clock pool at the access point and continue upstream. You will be walking along a
high bank and take care not to walk too close to the edge.
The river will take a turn to the left and you will see a large pool called Millers. This is an
excellent pool for both salmon and sea trout. Millers is a deep pool so care must be taken
when wading although salmon will often hold at the head of the pool.
Carrying on from Millers you will come to Timber Pool. This holds migratory fish. Sea trout
will often be in the slack water near the tail of the pool. The upstream trout angler can also
pick up trout by casting against the far bank and at the head of the pool.
From Timber Pool there is good trout fishing by casting towards the true right bank (as you
look downstream).
Carrying on upstream you will come to Junction Pool. It is a good pool for salmon. If the
water is high it is difficult to continue upstream into Junction Pool. You will see the Little
Dart entering the river to your left as you look upstream and the Taw continues on the right.
The fishing on the Taw is private and not for hotel anglers but there are some excellent pools
on the Little Dart that provide close quarters fishing for trout. The top of the beat is the
large Little Dart Pool.

